Important safety instructions & user guide for your kerosene lamp
General Safety Rules
1. Our kerosene lamps are not intended for decorative lighting purposes, but
only as a primary light source in spaces lacking modern electrical lighting
(such as, for example, holiday cottages, porches and patios).
2. According to EU directive EN 14059: 2002, traditional round burners, whose
dimensions and construction have been the same since the 1870s, no longer
meet the safety requirements that should be set to protect children under the
age of three from danger, so they must not be used for decorative purposes,
but only as functional lighting. Should our lamps - contrary to our
intentions - be used for decorative purposes, there is a risk that children
under the age of three, by sucking on the wick or drinking from the kerosene,
are exposed to life-threatening lung injuries. IF INGESTION OF KEROSENE: Do
not induce vomiting. Contact the Poison Information Center or doctor
immediately!
3. If the lamp will be used outside Sweden, you are required to check the
local legislation regarding kerosene lamps.
4. This lamp shall always be used at your own risk, no liability is accepted
for damages.
5. We recommend using fuel consisting of 100% pure paraffin (kerosene) oil.
6. Always place the lamp on a firm, level surface. Do not leave burning lamps
unattended.
7. Keep the kerosene lamp out of reach of children and pets.
8. The chimney becomes very hot when the lamp is lit;
9. Never touch the hot chimney - Risk of serious burns!
10. Don’t place the lamp close to flammable materials. Fire hazard!
11. When lit, there is a hot air stream above the chimney opening — leave a
free space of at least three feet.
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Fuel and Lighting
Place the lamp on a firm, level, non-sensitive surface.
Remove the lamp chimney.
Unscrew burner carefully, please do not use the shaft & thumbwheel assembly
as a lever as it might break.
Fill the oil container, almost to the top. Be careful not to fill too much
as the oil container might overflow when the burner is put back on. For the
lamp to function, it is important for the wick to be completely soaked.
Wipe off any spills from the lamp.
Replace burner and allow wick to become saturated for at least 24 hours.
Light wick.
Lower wick until the flame is showing slightly above the burner top.
Replace chimney.

Extinguishing Flame
1. Turn the wick down low then blow across the top of the chimney. Be careful
not to put your hand or head above the chimney opening.
2. Let the chimney cool down completely before re— lighting or adding fuel
to lamp.
3. Be careful not to grab on the chimney until you are sure that it is not
hot.

